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Connecting professional practice with strategy and financial health in a rehabilitation setting
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1. Understand how to create a culture that positions professional practice as a primary driver of success
2. Understand the funding formula for rehabilitation and see how improving clinicians' understanding of their role in financial health and strategy improves outcomes
3. See how a practical and fun healthcare monopoly game can engage learners in an innovative way
Whiteboard video

- Link to youtube video
- Banker & Treasurer at each table
- Play 3 rounds
- Team members take turns rolling the dice, move the appropriate spaces, reading the squares as you land on them.
- The banker/treasurer actions each gain and loss as you play the rounds
- Don’t forget to collect your annual funding as you pass GO if you can and replenish your resources if possible
  - Flip coin - heads = annual funding, $2000
  - Count money in your bank - Excess of $100,000 = buy more resources
  - If you are in a deficit, you can redistribute resources

Winning Team = most funding money & resources at the end of challenge
QUESTIONS...